
Simple and straightforward

The Fon Hub allows you to integrate with our global WiFi network of over 21 million hotspots, in a simply and with 
guaranteed security. We take care of all your operational, billing, and reporting needs for both inbound and outbound 
traffic, with one, easy integration.

Whether you’re looking for access to millions of hotspots worldwide, or want to monetize your own WiFi network, our 
Hub caters to all of your needs.

Just one integration with our Hub connects you to over 
21 million hotspots and more than 500 million users all 
over the world.

Our Hub puts the control back into your hands - you 
can choose how many networks and users you want to 
connect to, as well as manage access to your network. 
All of this is done with one simple integration, giving 
you the advantage of significantly reducing your 
operational efforts and time to market.

To ensure security for both you and your users, as well as a smooth connectivity experience, we offer three options for 
enabling user authentication to our WiFi network. We’ll help you find the best user authentication option to suit your 
business:

User authentication is simple with our technology
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Securely upload 
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through API
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possible user
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end user devices



We hear you! Our dedicated Hub already facilitates WiFi 
access between 40 partner networks. With our Hub, 
you’ll be able to do all this, and more:

Access millions of WiFi hotspots around the world

Stay ahead of the competition by diversifying your 
proposition for end users

Implement new business models designed to 
monetize your network and drive usage

Analyse and track the performance of your network

We’re compliant with WRIX WiFi Roaming standards.

These are a set of standards defined by the Wireless Broadband 
Alliance, designed to facilitate commercial WiFi connectivity 
between operators. The standards cover a number of important topics:

Interconnection (WRIX-i): we enable partners to select which WiFi networks they want connect to

Data clearing (WRIX-d): we process your usage data based on mutually agreed rates and generate automated 
reports

Financial settlement (WRIX-f): our financial services include invoicing, reconciliation, dispute management, 
payments, foreign exchange, and follow-up on receivables

Reliable and up-to-date 
standards

Ready to take your proposition 
to the next level?

The Fon Hub gives you an easy way to manage your 
inbound and outbound WiFi traffic, securely delivering 
reliable and robust information. We’re always innovating 
to bring you the latest and most intelligent connectivity 
solutions, to keep you and your users connected.

Our commitment to you

To find out more, please get in touch at:
contact@fon.com


